Identification of novel elements which regulate the cell-type specificity of Dictyostelium 7E gene expression.
Previously, we have identified the Dictyostelium 7E gene promoter and shown that it is capable of driving expression in the same temporal and cAMP responsive manner as the endogenous gene during development. Furthermore, we have mapped the corresponding transcriptional regulatory sequences within the promoter. In the present study we used the lacZ reporter gene system to examine the role of 7E promoter elements in regulating cell-type specific expression during Dictyostelium morphogenesis. In situ detection of beta-galactosidase activity revealed that expression was induced within anterior prestalk cells at approximately 18 h of development. Subsequently, we found that promoter activity was independently regulated in subpopulations of prestalk cells. Element(s) upstream of position - 532 were necessary for expression in pstA cells while more proximal elements (located downstream of position - 426) were capable of directing expression in pstO cells. Deletion of a G-rich element ('GGT' box; 5'-GGT GAT GA-3') located between positions - 159 and - 152 resulted both in a loss of expression in pstA cells and aberrant expression in the prespore zone. Furthermore, the spatial organisation of reporter gene expression directed by this construct during culmination delineated a population of cells that have not been previously defined. These data suggest that the 7E gene is independently regulated in subpopulations of prestalk cells during development.